PLATES CONTAINING MAPS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PLANS

Plate - I

Map 1 - The Valsad District with Taluka Valsad, Gujarat, the Union Territory of Daman, Palghar District with Dahanu Taluka
Plate - II

Map 2 - District Palghar with Palghar and Vasai Talukas, District Thane with Bhiwandi and Thane Talukas
Map 3 - District Mumbai Suburban with Borivali and Andheri Talukas, District Raigad with Uran and Alibag Talukas
Plate - IV

Map 4 - The Portuguese Conquests in India from 1498 A.D. to 1535 A.D.

Map 5 - The Province of the North in the North Konkan
Plate - V

Image 1 - Tana (Thane) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 2 - The Plan of Thane Fort showing construction activities of the Portuguese and Maratha periods (District - Thane)
Plate - VI

Image 3 - The Plan of Arnala Fort (District - Palghar)

Image 4 - The Portuguese period Circular shaped Bastion at Arnala island (District - Palghar)
Image 5 - The Portuguese period Watchtower at Belapur (New Mumbai)
Plate - VIII

Image 6 - The Portuguese period Watchtower at Firangpada (District - Thane)

Image 7 - The Plan of Ghodbandar Fort showing the Remains of Portuguese period Fortified Mansion and the Maratha period Circular shaped Bastion
Plate - IX

Image 8 - The Plan of Madh Island Fort (District - Mumbai Suburban)

Image 9 - The Madh Island Fort (District - Mumbai Suburban)
Plate X

Image 10 - The Portuguese period Pentagonal Bastion at Madh Island Fort

Image 11 - The Portuguese period St. Bonaventure Church, Erangal (District - Mumbai Suburban)
Image 12 - The Portuguese period Circular shaped Bastion at Erangal (District - Mumbai Suburban)

Image 13 - The Portuguese period Pentagonal shaped Bastion at Kelve (District - Palghar)
Plate - XII

Image 14 - The Remains of Portuguese period Church at Kelve (District - Palghar)

Image 15 - The Pentagonal shaped Bastion near the Portuguese period Church at Kelve (District - Palghar)
Plate - XIII

Image 16 - The Plan of Portuguese period Church and Pentagonal shaped Bastion at Kelve (District - Palghar)

Image 17 - The Plan of the Pankot Fortress, Kelve (District - Palghar)
Plate - XIV

Image 18 - The Plan of the Portuguese period Fortress at Kelve (District - Palghar)
Plate - XV

Image 19 - The Portuguese period Fortress at Kelve (District - Palghar)

Image 20 - The Portuguese period Pentagonal shaped Bastion at Danda (District - Palghar)
Plate - XVI

Image 21 - Maim and Sirgam (Mahim and Shirgaon) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 22 - The Plan of the Portuguese period Pentagonal shaped Bastion and Associated Structure at Mahim (District - Palghar)
Image 23 - The Portuguese period Pentagonal Bastion at Mahim (District - Palghar)

Image 24 - The Plan of Shirgaon Fortress showing Portuguese and Maratha period Constructions
Plate - XVIII

Image 25 - Shirgaon Fortress (Taluka - Palghar)

Image 26 - Tarapor and Chichana (Tarapur and Chinchani) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)
Plate - XIX

Image 27 - The Plan of Tarapur Fort showing Portuguese and Maratha period Constructions

Image 28 - The Portuguese period Circular shaped Bastion at Buruzpada, Chinchani (District - Palghar)

Plate - XX
Image 29 - SERADEASERIM (Asheri Fort), Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)
Plate - XXI

Image 30 - Asheri Fort (District - Palghar)

Image 31 - The Portuguese Coat of Arms and Crown at Asheri Fort (District - Palghar)
Plate - XXII

Image 32 - Manora, Agacaim, Ilhas Das Vaqas (Manor, Aagashi and Arnala island) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 33 - The Plan of Dahanu Fortress (Taluka - Palghar)
Plate - XXIII

Image 34 - The Portuguese period Watchtower at Aasangaon (District - Palghar)
Plate - XXIV

Image 35 - The Plan of the Portuguese period Watchtower at Aasangaon (District - Palghar)

Image 36 - Fort at Killa Pardi (District - Valsad, Gujarat)
Plate - XXV

Image 37 - Vajragad, Giriz, Vasai (District - Palghar)

Image 38 - "Hill Fort on the Island of Caranjah" by James Forbes (1813 A.D.)
Plate - XXVI

Image 39 - Nossa Senhora de Penha Church, Dronagiri Fort, Uran (District - Raigad)

Image 40 - Plan of the Portuguese period Church and Water Reservoir at Dronagiri Fort, Uran (District - Raigad)
Plate - XXVII

Image 41 - Bacaim (Vasai) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 42 - The Plan of Vasai Fort (District - Palghar)
Plate - XXVIII

Image 43 - The Entrance of St. Sebastian Fort, Vasai Fort (District - Palghar)

Image 44 - The Jesuit Church and Convent in Vasai Fort (District - Palghar)
Image 45 - DANV and SAMGES (Dahanu and Sanjan) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 46 - The Portuguese period Fortified Chapel at Virathan (District - Palghar)
Fortified Portuguese Mansion/Church Complex at Virathan Budruk, Taluka - Palghar, District - Thane

Image 47 - The Plan of Portuguese period Fortified Chapel at Virathan (District - Palghar)
Plate - XXXI

Image 48 - The Remains of Portuguese period Fortified Chapel/Mansion at Sasughar (District - Palghar)

Image 49 - The Plan of Portuguese period Fortified Chapel/Mansion at Sasughar (District - Palghar)
Plate - XXXII

Image 50 - The Remains of Portuguese period Fortified Mansion at Panchali (District - Palghar)

Image 51 - The Plan of Portuguese period Fortified Mansion at Panchali (District - Palghar)
Image 52 – Mombaim, Ilha de Caranaja (Mumbai and Karanja Island) by Antonio Bocarro and Pedro Berreto Resende (1635 A.D.)

Image 53 – “An Elevated View of the Islands of Bombay and Salsette, with the Surrounding Country” by J. S.Barth (1803 A.D.)